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Regal Beloit Corporation acquires Cemp
“Earlier today, we signed an agreement to acquire Cemp, a European based electric motor manufacturer that produces
specialty flame proof motors primarily for oil and gas, marine and mine applications. Cemp will fit in well with our
existing European footprint and aid in our efforts to grow profitably in Europe”. With this statement, last November
19th, Mark Gliebe, Regal Beloit Chairman and CEO, introduced Cemp entry
into Regal great family.
Regal Beloit is a large international corporation headquartered in Wisconsin and
worldwide well known through its several
brands, last year achieved annual sales of
3.1 billion dollar.
Regal range production extends from electric motors and generators to gear reducers, and electronic switchgear, our products convert power into motion to help the
world run more efficiently. You will find
Regal products in home ovens, pumps,
elevators, conveyors, X-ray machines,
office equipment, power stations and
thousands of other uses.
Despite volatile and challenging global
economic conditions, under the leadership
of CEO Mark J. Gliebe, last year the company achieved annual sales of $3.1 billion, more than a 77- fold increase from 1980 sales. Regal paid its first cash dividend in January, 1961 and since then, it has paid 210 consecutive quarterly dividends through December 2012. Regal
dividends have been increased seven out of the last eight years. For
Cemp it is a safe harbor that will allow a new and important phase
of growth and development.

Regal management to Senago
In early December, we had a first meeting with the new parent company management: Bill Bertram Marathon CEO, Thijs Kroese Sales
Leader Rotor, Eric McGinnis Vice President of Business Development, Sarah Sutton Vice President Financial Planning & Analysis,
and the Group number two, Jon Schlemmer Chief Operating Officer, they came to acquaint our whole team. The integration of Cemp
in the Group is already a reality.

Quality control for winches
Here is an important application of our motors sold to our Norwegian distributor Lönne for an important customer who is the
global market leader in marine life saving systems, the company offers the largest worldwide service network in the industry. In this case our motors are used for winches to lower into
the sea the lifeboats of marine platforms. In the picture you'll
see application of our motors.

Norwegian and Bulgarian Use &
Maintenance Manual
With this two new versions of our UM3 manual, we reached 18 languages available. A list
already long and always growing especially
thanks to the help of our local distributors. All the translations are available on our website at
download area, of: http://www.cemp.eu.
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Well Emulsified Energy
Our Italian customer has been one of operating for
over thirty years into the energy market supplying
both stabilized emulsions and on-demand emulsions. The synergy between chemistry and engineering allows to insert different amounts of water in the
traditional energy substances enabling significant
environmental and economic benefits. The innovative technology of the machinery and additives used
for creating stable emulsions over time, according to
the regulatory requirements of various countries.

Mining Indonesia Jakarta

Mining Indonesia is an international trade fair for mining and
takes place in Jakarta last September. Visitors have had
the possibility to connect and make direct contact with companies and to gain a personal
impression of the exhibited products.
Exhibitors can strengthen their brand at the show and introduce their products to an interested audience. The exhibition has been an excellent opportunity to make business contacts, next appointment with Mining Indonesia
is set to 2015. Cemp flameproof motors for mines Cemp were exhibited at
the stand of Ika Arta a company of the Group of our Indonesian distributor
PT. Yuan Wira Perdana.

Vietnam - Italy
economic cooperation forum
"On September 30, during Milan visit of
the Vietnamese Vice Minister for Industry
and Trades, Mrs Ho Thi Kim Thoa, for the
celebration of the 40th anniversary of the diplomatic relations between
our countries, was held a meeting sponsored by Assolombarda, the Institute for Foreign Trade, Promos and the Vietnamese Embassy. Vietnam's minister was accompanied by an important delegation of entrepreneurs that in the afternoon met with
Italian companies to promote networking between
businesses. The focus areas were those of Energy and
Oil & Gas, for us the area manager for Asia, Igor Iamartino was present.

SEG International Exposition
The 83rd annual meeting of the “Society of Exploration Geophysics” and annexed international exposition was held on 2227 September. Houston meeting is the world's largest technology showcase for oil, energy and minerals.
Geophysicists, geologists, energy industry executives, researchers and
software developers attend the conference to learn about the latest technology and advances in exploration. Our Norwegian distributor Lönne
Scandinavia was present with our motors.
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Thanks and Regards
Last November we also had the opportunity to greet our, now former, president Navin Puri. He, after nearly six years
of leadership of our company, leaves us to go back to his country. In these difficult years, during which the world has
changed, he has been able to drive our company, protecting it from the worst economic crisis that has ever hit the
Western world, assuring revenues growth and doing the transition to the actual corporate structure.
During the goodbye toast the whole company expressed gratitude and thanks for his important and very difficult work.

Europort 2013
From 5 to 8 November 2013, one of the world’s leading maritime events has taken place in the world port
city of Rotterdam. The exhibition and conference
program serves the maritime sector in the broadest
sense: from sea shipping to offshore, from dredging
to fishery, from
inland navigation to navy and superyachts. The fair is the meeting place for the sector
professionals. At Kolmer’s booth, our distributor for the country, Cemp introduced its
last new production arousing good interest by the visitors.

A Murphy's law - rule of precision
"Measure with a micrometer, mark with chalk, cut with an axe." It fits very well to
this eloquent photographic report by one of our users, that we wanted to share with
all our readers. A very good example of how we should not take measurements.
Special thanks for this issue to:
Luca Chiesa, Igor Iamartino, Micol Mauri,
Navin Puri

we are waiting for your news
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